Incorporation of killer functions from murine T-cytotoxic spleen cultures in somatic hybrids.
Fusions between the BW5147 thymoma and spleen cells with specific T-cytotoxic activity led to the recovery of a remarkably high percentage of non-specific, strictly lectin-dependent killer hybrids (70 to 95% of all hybrids tested, depending upon the particular fusion experiment). After one or several recloning steps, these hybrids behaved as very stable killers, growing in regular, interleukin-2-free growth medium, with some of them maintaining their lytic characteristics for over one year. Among these lectin-dependent killers, only two exhibited target specificity, but both lost this property within the first month after fusion. These results are discussed in light of other rare reports concerning incorporation of cytotoxic T-lymphocyte-specific functions in somatic hybrids.